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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Company Mission Statement
WyoComposites, LLC[’s] (“WyoComposites”) mission is to design and manufacture ecofriendly, high performance composite building products that contribute to a low maintenance, healthy lifestyle. The Company is committed to remain at the forefront of natural
fiber-polymer composite technologies by bringing to market new and innovative products
that benefit the environment and society.

1.2 The Company and its Operating Plan
The Company has a proprietary technology that utilizes wheat straw to reinforce recycled
plastic to create superior composite wood building materials. It is WyoComposite’s contention that its product is superior in performance, more aesthetically appealing, and to a
greater extent, more sustainable than other commercially available wood, vinyl, and woodplastic composite products.
WyoComposites target market is the Fencing sector of the residential and commercial
fence industry which debuted in the market in May 2007. PrairieFence™ is the product line
name for the various composite fencing systems that are all available in five rich colors,
which resemble the appearance and warmth of natural wood:

Installed PrairieFenceTM System

Installed PrairieFenceTM System

In addition to the PrairieFence™ line, WyoComposites manufacturers an industry leading
complete composite decking system (PrairieDeck™).

PrairieDeck™

PrairieDeck™

WyoComposites’s proprietary composite material is produced by compounding farmer’s wheat straw and recycled plastics (HDPE) together using cutting-edge compounding and
extrusion technologies. The composite is made by compounding the biomass after it has
been pulverized into a specific dense-cellulose fiber medium with a particular ratio of
melted post-consumer plastic to make an alternative form of wood that is stronger than
many types of wood. The composite will not deteriorate as quickly if exposed to varied
environmental conditions due to the non-biodegradable properties the plastic possesses.
The recycled plastic is mainly sourced from recycling companies throughout the region
with the primary source contracted through Recycle America, a subsidiary of Waste
Management which is nationally based. The wheat straw is contracted from regional-based
farm operations. WyoComposites’s innovative product is an environmentally responsible
composite wood alternative that will compete with wood in most wood-based applications
in addition to vinyl, concrete, and steel materials.

1.3 Strategic Plan
To grow WyoComposites into the Market Leader for Green Building Materials
WyoComposites will continue to grow and expand the composite fence division and target
efforts to capture 4% of the synthetic fencing market, or $21.5 million in annual sales by
2014.
The composite decking division will gain new levels of support including securing
ICC-ES testing through Intertek enabling WyoComposites to grow annual decking sales to
$8.0 million by 2014, or approximately 1% of the composite decking market. ICC-ES certification will allow WyoComposities to meet government specifications and have a competitive advantage over other composite products.

WyoComposites will introduce a 6x6 hollow post and 1x6 tongue & groove board (long
demanded by equestrian markets) into its product mix starting in 2010, with sheet product
market entrance by early 2011. Post caps for both the 4x4 and 6x6 posts will be redesigned
and improved and made available in early 2010.
WyoComposites will enter a strategic alliance with Teton West, Cheyenne, WY. Teton
West will adopt the role as the sales branch of WyoComposites. Teton West has existing
staff that are experienced in building materials sales and Cheyenne offers some location
advantages over Torrington for recruiting and retaining professional sales people.
WyoComposites will develop and oversee the actual annual sales programs with important
input and influence from Teton West. WyoComposites will maintain the responsibilities of
marketing, advertising, sales, and customer support.

Summary:
WyoComposites Strategic Plan will allow the new Company to make a rapid, smooth, and
efficient transition into the market place with renewed sales to support operations and lead
to profitability by 2011.
This plan will develop substantial inroads in new product developments that will be key
to penetrating new industrial vertical markets. These actions will contribute to the growth
of WyoComposites and help achieve its goal to become the leading global innovator in agrifiber polymer composites.

1.3 Marketing Plan
Product Strategy
WyoComposite’s target market is the privacy and equine fence sectors of the overall fencing market. The Company’s main product line, PrairieFence™, was successfully introduced in May 2007 and the product has been accepted by both the wholesale and retail
community, as well as the customers they serve. The second core market WyoComposites
is currently targeting and penetrating its PrairieDeck™ product line in is the composite
decking industry. This market is much larger and more mature than the synthetic fencing
market and as such it has more competitors (30 to 40 producers). However, because of
WyoComposite’s product differentiation and many unique technologies, PrairieDeck™
maintains the same competitive advantages as outlined bulleted above. The Company’s
goal is to capture at minimum 1.0% of the $800 million per year composite decking
market by 2014 which will generate approximately $8.0 million of annual gross income.
In addition to the PrairieFence™ and PrairieDeck™ lines, WyoComposites has additional
products in development which include: oil & gas field mats, snow fencing, shipping pallets,
and rail road ties.
WyoComposite’s long-term goal is to dominate the synthetic fencing sector, which is in
its early market stage and to become the overall market leader in green building materials,
a fast growing sector of the building materials industry. WyoComposites will also continue
to expand its industrial products division to include modular road and drill pad systems,
snow fencing, pallets, and eventually rail road ties. In order to achieve these goals,
WyoComposites will employ the following long-term strategies:

• Research & Development
Research, develop and bring to market new innovative applications and products which
address commercial and industrial needs while promoting the compelling value proposition
of WyoComposites’s unique technologies (wood substitute, durability, sustainability, ecofriendly, aesthetics, etc.).
• Quality
Focus on enhancing all operational and business processes with the objective of sustaining
superior product quality and service levels thus allowing WyoComposites to continue to
maintain its competitive advantage.
• Cost
Concentrate on improving the productivity and efficiency of the Company’s production
process through capital investments and process engineering with the goal of lowering the
overall cost to manufacture WyoComposites’s various products.
• Distribution Channels
Expand market segments and geographic coverage for WyoComposite’s “Prairie” line of
products by strategically increasing the number of stocking dealers, wholesalers, and
retailers throughout North America. In addition, WyoComposite will expand into
international markets like the European Union, Australia, and the Middle East.
• Brand
Continue to build brand awareness and preference with both consumer and trade
professionals while delivering WyoComposite’s pledge of superior quality, functionality,
sustainability, aesthetics, and overall performance.
Based on the unique product features, product innovation, and product quality,
WyoComposites achieves a sustainable competitive advantage through product
differentiation. The Company is marketing its product’s features and benefits which are
substantially better than its competition. WyoComposites believes that it is imperative that
these features and benefits are linked to the needs of the buyer, i.e. low maintenance,
healthy lifestyles, and strong concerns for the environment.

Industry Analysis - Fencing
Attractiveness
The total domestic fence market is approximately $6 billion per year with the synthetic
fencing segment being $600 million per year with a historical 10% per year growth rate.
WyoComposite’s goal, which is very achievable, is to capture four percent of the synthetic
fence market, which is $21.5 million, by 2014. Keeping in mind that we only face a few
competitors in composite fencing and our product is stronger and more durable, priced
considerably less, and greener. The 50 or so vinyl fence producers in the synthetic fence

market are losing market share annually and the “white shiny plastic fence” phase has lost
its novelty, opening doors for newer, more superior products like PrairieFence™.
The acceptance and demand for alternative building products such as wood composites in
the fencing industry is growing rapidly. With regard to composite fencing products or systems,
currently no competitor has established significant market share thus providing WyoComposites
with the opportunity to penetrate a large market with significant growth potential.

Key Success Factors
Key factors WyoComposites stresses when promoting its composite product to the fencing
market include price, quality, sustainability, and ease of installation. Promoting product differentiation is critical as no other company in North America produces a synthetic wood
product made from wheat straw and recycled plastic.
Other important elements are that composite fencing helps to protect lifestyles and saves
consumers “time.” The fact that WyoComposite’s product is more sustainable, using reclaimed
and renewable raw materials, is a large component to its success thus far in the market place.

Size
The fencing market in the United States has an annual growth rate of approximately six
percent (6%). The use of plastic materials, predominantly vinyl in fencing applications, is
growing nearly ten percent (10%) per year, mostly at the expense of wood (Plastics News,
October 4, 2006). Industry officials estimate that about 80% of the residential fence market
is privacy fencing (Plastics News, February 13, 2006).

Fencing Market
(United States)
Year

Market Size (in billions US dollars)

2006

$5.6

2007

$5.9

2008

$6.1

2009

$5.6

Source: Principia Partners, 2008

The top three (3) largest fencing markets in the United States are outlined below in order
of market size:
1. Texas
2. California
3. Colorado

Structural Barriers to Entry
These include, but are not limited to technology (process, product), capital investment, and
name or brand recognition (marketing).

Composites vs. Wood
Traditional lumber and composite lumber differ in many respects. Lumber materials are
derived from trees and composite lumber products are made from plastic reinforced with
natural fibers. As such, traditional lumber is a traded commodity whereas composite based
lumber carries an industry classification of “specialty lumber.” Additional differences
include sustainability, price and margin, performance characteristics, price and market volatility, inputs, as well as prospective target markets.

Consumer Motivation and Competitive Cost Comparison
There are many drivers motivating consumers to purchase synthetic building materials
such as wood composites and vinyl products over traditional wood. Factors include general
appearance, low maintenance, lifecycle cost benefits, long-term performance (wood has a
guaranteed failure rate), as well as the satisfaction of using sustainable product other than
wood due to growing concerns related to the timber harvesting impact on forest ecosystems. The consumer demand for synthetic building materials has grown five (5) to fifteen
(15) percent per year during the past ten (10) years with projected growth continuing
beyond 2015.
With regard to cost, the price point for synthetic building materials is higher than
traditional wood. However; a case can be made and substantiated that a consumer, over
the long run will save money by purchasing and installing composite materials rather
than wood. For example, the price of WyoComposite’s composite lumber ranges from
twenty (20%) percent to forty (40%) percent more than wood lumber such as Pine, Cedar,
and Redwood. A six foot tall cedar privacy fence costs approximately $10.00-$15.00 per
foot for the materials whereas WyoComposite’s PrairieFence™ costs approximately $14$20 per foot (Please note there are exceptions in the market. In some markets a “real”
redwood fence picket retails for more than PrairieFence™). With that said, it is important to
understand that at a minimum, Cedar requires bi-annual maintenance (staining, sealing,
or painting) to retain its appearance. This is estimated to cost anywhere from $1.00 to
$5.00 per foot.
Furthermore, WyoComposite’s composite lumber on average costs forty (40%)
to ninety (90%) percent less than exotic imported woods like Teak, Mahogany, Ipe,
Garapa, Cumaru and Tigerwood. While exotic woods offer the consumer lower cost maintenance benefits compared to traditional wood products, they are priced the highest and
elicit the strongest environmental concerns as they are harvested mainly from remaining
rainforests.

Outlined below is a comparative matrix that includes:
• WyoComposite’s PrairieDeck™: the only commercially produced composite lumber
product using wheat straw cellulose to reinforce recycled plastic
• Trex Decking: the market leader representing the composite wood group that uses
wood and plastic (combination of both virgin and recycled)
• Exotic Woods: includes several varieties (see footnote 1 for detail)
• Vinyl: represents the vinyl building materials group
• Redwood/Cedar: represents traditional wood products group

Building Materials Matrix
Description

PrairieDeck™

Redwood/Cedar

Exotic Woods¹

Trex

Vinyl

Price per foot²

$1.30-$1.80

$1.00-$1.80

$2.50-$3.50

$1.30-$2.10

$2.10-2.80

Margins³

25%-35%

5%-15%

30%-40%

25%-35%

25%-35%

Maintenance
Cost/Yr

None

$300-$600

$150-$300

None

None

Strengths

Low maintenance,
strongest and least
moisture
absorption in
category, GreenSpec© Listed

Lower upfront
cost, strong,
nice
appearance if
maintained

Strongest in
wood category,
less moisture
absorption than
Redwood, great
appearance

Market leader
w/ strong
branding and
distribution,
top sales and
marketing
program

Ultra-low
maintenance,
strong
distribution,

Weaknesses

Lacks ICC-ES
testing and
marketing dollars
for brochures and
literature, not as
branded as Trex

High
maintenance
costs, rots and
splinters, costs
more than
synthetic
options over
time, not
sustainable

Still requires
maintenance,
harvested from
rainforests,
priced very
high

Weakest in
physical
properties,
not GreenSpec©
Listed,
performance
issues

Lack natural
appearance
and feel,
limitation on
colors, made
from toxic
chemicals,
priced very
high

¹ Includes Teak, Mahogany, Ipe, Garapa, Tigerwood and other imported exotic woods.
² Wholesale pricing for a deck board per foot.
³ Retail level.
• Costs include staining, sealing or painting for an average, exterior deck (less than 200 sq/ft)

Product Life Cycle
An important feature of composite fencing products is the fact that they last longer than
traditional wood products. Moreover, due to the annual maintenance cost of staining wood

based products (materials, labor and time); composite products actually cost less than wood
products after approximately four (4) years. See the graph below comparing PrairieFence™
with traditional cedar fencing.
Accumulated Annual Cost Comparison of Fence Products
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Sustainability
With respect to feedstock availability, the US Department of Energy and US Department of
Agriculture estimated that 360 million dry tons of wood are available in the United States on
an annual basis (USDOE/USDA, 2005) while over 600 million dry tons of agricultural derived
biomass can be harvested without reducing the current productivity of agricultural land
(Forest Products Society, 2008). More than 2/3 of the available biomass is derived from agriculture, which is annually renewable and can be increased rather quickly compared to wood
materials that require a growth of twenty (20) to forty (40) years before being harvestable.

Distribution Channels
WyoComposite’s distribution channels are divided into four main segments.
• The first is 2-step distribution, which is a standard in the building products industry
where the manufacturer sells to a distributor and the distributor carries an inventory
and services retail stores.
• The second segment is 1-step distribution, where WyoComposites sells in one step
directly to large contractors, medium sized retail chains, and governmental entities.
• The third segment consists of “big box” retailers like Home Depot, Lowe’s, and
Menards. WyoComposites sells direct to these corporate chains who have strategically
located distribution centers across the United States.
• The fourth segment is comprised of exports into foreign markets.

WyoComposites
Channels
Wyo CompositesDistribution
Distribution Channels
Segments

2-Step
Distribution

1-Step
Distribution

Markets
•
•
•

•
•
•

Retail lumber yards
Smaller fence
contractors
Small retail center
chains

Large fence contractors
Medium size retail
center chains
State and Federal
Government

Heartland
Biocomposites
Big Box
Retailers

•
•
•

Home Depot
Lowe’s Home
Improvement
Menards

Export
Markets

WyoComposites uses the same distribution models as the previous company, Heartland
BioComposites.
The graph below shows WyoComposite’s current distribution regions in the United
States, which are inherited from the previous company, Heartland BioComposites and
highlights whether the region is a one-step distribution market or a two-step distribution
market (see next page).

EXTERNAL ANALYSIS
Composite Fencing
WyoComposites faces only a small number of competitors in the composite fencing market
whereas thirty (30) to sixty (60) competitors currently exist in the composite decking
market, making fencing an ideal target market for WyoComposites to introduce its initial
product line. Furthermore, WyoComposite’s product, in comparison to competing composite fencing products in the market, is different in that it is stronger, more sustainable, and
looks better. To date, none of the competing composite producers have an established name
or share in the fencing market thus providing WyoComposites the opportunity to strategically gain market penetration and market share.

Heartland Bio Composites, LIC
US Distribution Map
March 2009

Motivations
In the fencing market, customers are motivated to purchase a synthetic fence product because
of the low maintenance appeal, appearance, and longevity offered by composite products.
Increased property values and buying “green” products are also strong motivational factors.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
WyoComposite’s PrairieFence™ is truly different from its competing wood-plastic counterparts. Timberwolf’s product is not as strong, weighs more, and looks like cardboard, but is
sustainable in that it uses recycled materials. Installation of the Timberwolf product is
complicated and costly due to the number of installation components required to install.
Eon’s product is different in that the product is offered only packaged as a costly system
and it still has a colored “vinyl” look to it.
Trex’s Seclusions is offered only in a complete system that is costly and unproven. Trex,
however, is the market leader in wood-plastic composite decking and has the most recognizable name in the market place. Trex Seclusions is priced approximately 35-40% more than
PrairieFence. Trex released its own picket style fence system in 2009, following Heartland
BioComposites initial program from 2006. The pricing per foot is just as high as the Seclusion’s
system, which is slowing market acceptance of Trex’s newest fencing system.

Timbertech, arguably the second largest wood-plastic composite producer, has a very
expensive fence product named FenceScapes on the market that is “too expensive to sell”
according to several of WyoComposite’s industry contacts. FenceScapes sells for approximately 40-50% more than PrairieFence.
WyoComposites PrairieFence™ is user friendly, installing much like a wood fence. The
product is offered as a picket that can be interchanged with existing wood pickets or
installed on a new wood post and railing system, or offers a complete system that consists
of pickets, posts and rails. Some competitors offer posts that require being filled with concrete and rebar or a composite post sleeve that slips over a wood post. WyoComposite’s post
is structural and requires no special adders. PrairieFence™ is lower priced, sustainable,
offers a competitive warranty, and looks better in appearance than the competition.

SELF-ANALYSIS
Performance Analysis
• Growth
WyoComposite’s growth in capacity will be obtained through maximizing plant efficiency and
adding more compounding/extrusion lines, which have an approximate six (6) to eight (8) month
lead time from date of order to installation. WyoComposite’s management strives to accurately
forecast growth in an effort to match plant expansion with increases in product demand.
• Return on Investment
Profit maximization is the shareholders, as well as managements, goal. This is accomplished
through sales maximization, including a pricing strategy that allows WyoComposites to
enter the market with a new product and cost minimization strategies at the operational
level to optimize the profit margin.

Marketing and Promotion
Since its commercial launch in late 2006, Heartland BioComposite’s existing management
team has led what can be termed an internal, grassroots sales effort, which has been
headed by the Company’s founder and President, Heath Van Eaton. The focus has been
primarily the fencing and decking market throughout the United States with distribution
networks currently being developed in the European Union and Middle East. The management team has done well in light of having virtually no budget and limited marketing
resources in addition to the competitive landscape of the building products industry, or
more specifically, the privacy fencing market. Despite the lack of experienced, seasoned
sales professionals in the area of specialty lumber products, the Company has managed to
produce $1.25 million and $1.75 million in sales during 2007 and 2008 respectively with
little or no advertising support.
Management believes that the recruiting and retention of a dedicated marketing professional in addition to a strategic advertising and brand promotion campaign will substantially

improve gross sales, as well as increase overall consumer demand and product awareness.
Bringing on Teton West as WyoComposites sales organizations will also greatly improve the
sales performance of the new company over Heartland BioComposites.
In the past, Heartland BioComposites has advertised very little mainly due to capital
constraints, but it did advertise in some mainstream publications like The Merchant,
Building Products Digest, Fence Post and World Fence News during its startup phase.
WyoComposites plans to expand its advertising efforts into wider circulated publications
like Martha Stewart Living, Sunset and Home and Garden Digest starting in late 2009.
WyoComposite’s PraireFence™ product line was featured on three episodes of ABC’s
Extreme Makeover – Home Edition in 2007 and was featured on Denver’s regional NBC
News. The PrairieFenceTM product line is also being featured on Oxygen Channel’s Living
Additions. In addition, informational news stories on Heartland BioComposites and its
technology have been broadcasted on regional NBC News channels. The Company will
continue to expand its publicity efforts every business quarter.
WyoComposites will continue to maintain a strong tradeshow presence, attending
nationally recognized conferences such as the fence industry’s premier event, FenceTech,
Las Vegas, NV in addition to the green product industry’s main show, West Coast Green, San
Francisco, CA. Home and garden shows, green building shows, sustainable living fairs and
several other important shows held throughout the United States will be attended by
WyoComposites.
The Company’s new website will be one of WyoComposite’s most successful marketing
tools used based on the success of Heartland BioComposites website and will include
expanded information on the Company, its products, testing data, photo gallery, distributor
map, installation instructions, warranty, etc. WyoComposites will continue to update and
improve its website.

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
Technological
Currently, based on research and testing conducted by WyoComposites and analysis of
commercially available composite products, WyoComposite’s product is lighter, has less
moisture absorption, retains color better, and is stronger and more sustainable (see chart
below comparing the tensile strength of products). There are no other known producers of
composite building products made from wheat straw and recycled plastic.

Governmental
Governmental entities are mandated to purchase sustainable, “green” building products if
possible. WyoComposite’s product was evaluated by Iowa State University’s laboratory for
carbon content. The information yielded from the tests is being used by the USDA for
qualifying WyoComposite’s PrairieFence™ line in the “Bio-Preferred” program, which provides preferential treatment for purchasing products with this designation.
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Economic
While the US economy has been in a recession since the beginning of 2008, the company
still managed to increase sales by 40% that year with little or no investor support.
Economic conditions have continued to deteriorate in 2009 as the global economy has
been in recession. Despite overall economic conditions, there is growth in demand for
green materials. Economists believe conditions will improve in 2010 with housing inventories shrinking, the financial sector strengthening, and positive GDP growth being realized.
Despite markets being down, the synthetic fence and decking markets are still very large
and offer positive growth opportunities to WyoComposites starting in 2010.

Cultural
The marketing environment and general acceptance for pro-sustainable, alternative building products is growing substantially. The timing is great for WyoComposites to grow the
“Prairie” family of green building products.

Opportunities
Currently, no existing wood composites company has established significant market share
in the fencing market, leaving tremendous opportunity for WyoComposites. Based on preliminary and ongoing testing data, WyoComposites offers the market a better product at or
below existing competitor’s prices.
Vinyl products have had great success growing ten percent (10%) annually in sales even
in light of the fact it poses several health hazards to the public. Composite products that

offer the market a “wood like” alternative are positioned to succeed according to industry
experts like Mr. Hal Mante, President, American Fence, Inc.

Threats
WyoComposites may not be completely aware of all companies seeking to introduce a
composite fencing product in the market. The threat of foreign manufacturers, primarily Chinese, penetrating the North American market is a reality. Composite products are
heavy in weight, making them more difficult to transport, which will add cost to
imported products, making them less competitive in price assuming the “law of one
price” holds true.
Traditional lumber and composite lumber differ in many respects. Lumber materials are
derived from trees and composite lumber products are made from plastic reinforced with
natural fibers. As such, traditional lumber is a traded commodity whereas composite based
lumber carries an industry classification of “specialty lumber.” Additional differences
include sustainability, price and margin, performance characteristics, price and market volatility, inputs, as well as prospective target markets.

Conclusion
WyoComposites has developed a proprietary formulation and brought to market a cost
effective, synthetic building material, which possesses many beneficial attributes not found
with wood. Moreover, it is superior and is offered at a better price point than many of the
competing composite wood products available in the market. The Company has effectively
improved the category of synthetic building materials by developing a formula that can
produce stronger composite lumber with less moisture absorption, better color retention and
is Green-Spec® Listed.

1.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS
WyoComposites has developed a processing approach that maximizes production efficiency and quality while minimizing cost and downtime. WyoComposite’s process begins
with the Company sending trucks to regional farms and domestic plastic recycling centers
to pick up raw materials. The raw materials are both in bale form, so WyoComposites processes them “in-house” saving time and cost. WyoComposites obtains a higher level of
quality control by processing its main raw materials “in-house” as well.
Within each cell of the wheat straw biomass is the fibrous component of the plant called
cellulose, which serves as the structural mass from which the plant is formed, as in trees.
The cellular material is run through a process that pulverizes the biomass to achieve
maximum density without compromising all of the biomass’s long fiber-strand bundles.
The biomass is then compounded with melted post-consumer plastic and some property
modifiers and then run through a system of extrusion yielding a product that is much like
real wood in appearance and feel, but stronger and longer lasting.

1.5 PRODUCTION PROJECTIONS
With its current capacity, WyoComposite’s plant can produce approximately one (1)
truckload of final product per day, valued at $30,000. WyoComposite’s production
management has hit production goals for the year ending 2006, met or exceeded production
goals in 2007 and met production demand in 2008 and 2009 (through July 2009).
Production efficiency averaged 85% in 2007 and 90% in 2008 with actual production
efficiency being 95% in the fourth quarter 2008. Heartland’s management team is very
capable of producing orders in a timely manner while continually making improvements
in production efficiencies.
WyoComposites measures its production in units of pounds due to the fact the company
uses a variety of materials to form the composite (wheat straw, plastic, colorants,
compatibilizer, lubricants, and other additives).
Production projections will drastically increase once the large Middle East project gets
approved in late 2009, at which point the plant may need to double its production output
as the scope of the project is so large being that the region is building the world’s first zero
carbon footprint city and is specifying only green building materials.

1.6 FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
WyoComposites reported sales of $1.2 million in 2007 and increased sales by 40% in 2008,
totaling $1.7 million.
Capitalizing WyoComposites with $4 million in equity will provide the new company with
sufficient working capital for the projected plant and market growth expansions outlined
in the Company‘s business plan. See WyoComposite’s forecasted projections below for
2009 – 2014.
WyoComposites will realize sales of $300,000 in the fourth quarter 2009 (assumes
production begins by late November) and record a net loss of $10,300, but will rebound in
2010 based on its gain in financial strength from its late 2009 capital raise plus economic
conditions improving. In addition to the aforementioned, WyoComposites will benefit from
growth in international markets like Mexico, Abu Dhabi, Canada, and the European Union.
Revenues will grow to $3.5 million in 2010 and income from operations will improve to a
positive $395,840. Revenues will continue to grow at an increasing rate to $6.9 million in
2011 and income from operations will increase to $1.6 million. WyoComposites will grow
total revenues to $32.5 million by 2014 where the company will enjoy income from
operations netting more than $10.7 million.
The market value of WyoComposites will continue to grow as its revenues increase each
year and the company’s research and development programs evolve. Plastics News reported
in late 2007 that the market value of manufacturing businesses using plastic in their
processes were valuing between 4-6 times their respective revenue streams.
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1.7 MANAGEMENT
Board of Directors
WyoComposites Board of Directors will be defined by its new operating agreement and
majority controlled by the entities that purchase the former Heartland BioComposites assets.

President/Founder
Heath Van Eaton, President/CEO and original founder of Heartland BioComposites, has
invested fifteen years developing and managing the company’s cutting-edge technologies,
input and output markets, financing, and other related startup activities. In addition, he has
another eight years of business management and startup experience ranging from agribusiness manufacturing to food service directing. Heath gained an understanding and appreciation for business from a young age growing up and working on his family’s small grain
farm south of Colby, KS. Mr. Van Eaton’s contention and belief is that agribusiness will play
an increasing role in the future helping to address natural resource sustainability issues on
a greater macro-level.

VP of Engineering
Will work directly with Heath Van Eaton on product development and testing.

VP of Finance
Will work directly with Heath Van Eaton on all accounting and finance for WyoComposites.

VP of Operations
Will run the plant floor ensuring the raw materials division and compounding/extrusion
divisions are meeting or exceeding production goals. Secondary function at WyoComposites
will be overseeing raw materials procurement and assisting in logistics.

Marketing and Brand Promotion
Mr. Heath Van Eaton is the acting interim Director of Marketing. An experienced professional
will be recruited and hired to fill WyoComposites sales and marketing director position that will
be responsible for developing and implementing marketing, advertising, and brand promotion
plans. This position will also provide direction and sales support to Teton West as needed.

Sales Managers / Marketing Representatives
WyoComp has two options for sales staff. The first is utilizing the sales experience and
expertise of Teton West, Cheyenne WY, which in essence would act as the sales branch of
the new company. Teton West has been in the building materials sales business for over 30
years, has annual sales of $50-70 million, is staffed well with experienced professionals,
and has the ability to step in and quickly adopt the sales responsibilities for WyoComp. The
firm also guaranties all receivables. The second option is staffing the company with
internal sales people. This business plan’s budgets support either option.

Assistant VP of Operations
Will manage WyoComposite’s night shifts, participate and contribute in weekly management
meetings, and assist in other departments as necessary.

Office Assistant/Customer Service
Will serve as office assistant and customer service/sales support. Will also assist in the area
of shipping/receiving.

Quality Control / Testing Director
Will offer consulting services for the setup and design of WyoComposite’s testing program
and training of its personnel.

Human Resource Management
This position will be filled as needed when the budget allows for it. WyoComposites uses
the HR consulting services of AmChek as needed.

1.8 TECHNOLOGIES
Heath Van Eaton has devoted over fifteen (15) years of private research related to wheat
cellulose/polymer composites. In lieu of pursuing the patenting process early on, which is
both time and capital intensive, Heartland BioComposites initially chose to protect its own
technologies as Trade Secrets. While offering some protection, the patenting process also
exploits a company’s technologies, allowing competitors to slightly deviate their own
process from that of the company or providing ideas and methods on how a company
conducts business. Heartland BioComposites made the decision that its technologies would
be better protected by initially classifying everything as Trade Secrets after much
consultation by counsel and industry experts on this important area during the product
development stages. With that said, now that the manufacturing process has begun and the
product is in the market, WyoComposites will begin the patenting process for its
technologies during the first quarter of 2010.

WyoComposites Technology:
• Owns its technology related to wheat straw cellulose processing.
 WyoComposites has a particle size matrix that incorporates the strength of wheat
straw cellulose long-fiber strand bundles while manipulating density aspects of
the composite.
• Developed a new, cutting edge technology that will allow the composite lumber to
meet long-term, load bearing structural applications. After refining and patenting the
technologies, consideration will be made to license the technologies to the industry
and build in royalty fees.

1.9 EXIT STRATEGY
An exit strategy will be developed that fits the needs and desires of WyoComposites’s owners/
members.

2.0 S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS
• Strengths
 WyoComposite’s founder, President, and Managing Director, Heath Van Eaton has
studied composite technology for over fifteen (15) years and has made major
contributions to the industry as a whole by bringing to market the first
commercially available building materials made of recycled plastic reinforced with
wheat straw. Mr. Van Eaton spearheaded the research which led to WyoComposite’s
proprietary technologies and innovative applications. Mr. Van Eaton is committed to
continuing his pioneering studies of alternative wood substitutes and composite
applications keeping WyoComposites at the forefront of the industry.

 WyoComposite’s proprietary technologies can be applied to a multitude of
commercial and industrial uses.
 WyoComposite’s products are a viable and cost effective wood substitute.
Specifically:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has increased strength, density and is more fire resistant.
Contains no toxic chemicals or preservatives.
Resists moisture, insects and sunlight.
High tolerance to cracking, decay or rot.
Is environmentally friendly.
Requires minimal maintenance (no staining, sealing or painting).
Will not splinter thus protecting children and pets.
 WyoComposites composites are superior to wood products in several key areas.
They are longer lasting and nontoxic because they do not require creosote or CCA
treatment. They are just as strong as other products. The table below compares
WyoComposites product with a competing wood product and demonstrates the
superior life expectancy and value of WyoComposites product over wood.
Product

Retail

Service Life (years)

Average Cost (per year)

PrairiePicket™

$4.75

20

$0.24

Red Cedar Picket

$3.50

10

$0.35

 WyoComposite’s products are differentiable in the market place from popular
wood-plastic composites and vinyl/plastic products. Specifically:
•
•
•
•
•

Uses unique technology not found in the market.
Is comprised of 100% renewable and reclaimed materials.
Is environmentally friendly and does not promote de-forestation.
Offers superior strength and density over a majority of competitors in the market.
Appears more aesthetically pleasing than most competing products.
 WyoComposite’s pricing of its products is higher than natural wood but lower than
the majority of competing composite and vinyl/plastic products in the market.
 WyoComposites has a distinct competitive advantage over conventional wood
product’s cost of inputs due to the fact its supply comes from sources that are
annually generated and considered waste in many cases. Trees at a minimum
take at least twenty (20) to forty (40) years before they can be harvested.
WyoComposite‘s cost of raw materials (wheat straw) are lower priced compared
to harvested lumber. Farmer’s crops can now be grown as annual forests and
recycling centers will detour a significant portion of plastic from filling already
overflowing landfills. A sustainable and dependable supply of inputs translates
into easier to forecast costs with less costing deviation and variance. See the
projected increase in demand for green building materials below prepared by
BASF 2008, which are now growing at 60-80% per year:

GREEN BUILDING IS
AN INDUSTRY TREND
NOT A FAD
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$10 billion
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 WyoComposites has received initial and ongoing federal and state governmental
support and endorsement. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) - Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program, which is peer reviewed by top domestic
scientists and economists, recognizes and endorses WyoComposite’s unique,
proprietary technologies. The USDA has supported WyoComposite’s research for over
six years in the past. In addition, the Wyoming Business Counsel has been active in the
support and endorsement of WyoComposite’s research, as well as assisting
WyoComposites in securing various grants and loans available from the state.
 WyoComposites has strategically entered the composite industry at an optimum
time. The chart below highlights the projected growth in the natural fiber-polymer
composites market through 2010. Data was prepared by Principia Partners, a
leading economic and consulting firm in the composites industry. Composites
currently have a 15-18% penetration rate in decking, leaving sustained growth
opportunities in the sector. Composites currently have single digit penetration in
fencing, which offers the fastest and largest growth opportunities.

 The Company’s unique process and formulation technologies are currently
protected as Trade Secrets. This approach allows the Company to completely
protect production processes and product formulations from obtainable
duplication, which is not the case with patented technologies.
• Weaknesses
 WyoComposites is a privately held, early-stage company, and as such, requires
appropriate capitalization to support the operating, production, and marketing
needs required to grow the Company and compete in the industry.
 It takes between six (6) to eight (8) months from the time new production
equipment is ordered and then installed, which is approximately three (3) business
quarters. Forecasting is crucial in anticipation of marketing growth. Plant capacity
constraints limit the volume of product WyoComposites can produce given the
time it takes to add additional production equipment.
 WyoComposite’s customers and vendors are aware of the previous company,
Heartland BioComposites, ongoing weak financial position during the past three
years. WyoComposites plans to travel and meet with key vendors and customers
upon the successful completion of its capital raise to rebuild confidence in the
Company that has been lost during the past couple of years.
• Opportunities
 WyoComposites manufactures a “green” or “environmentally friendly” product that
is perceived by the public as preferable to use, especially because of its price
competitiveness. Customers are actively promoting their own personal and
company images when they purchase WyoComposite’s product. The federal
government is beginning to mandate the purchase of green products and a
majority of retail and “big box” stores are aggressively launching marketing
campaigns focused on sustainable products.
 As wood supplies and harvestable forests become progressively more limited, the
price for wood products will continue to rise, opening more markets and margin
for composite product prices to rise. Governmental policy is geared to preserve
public forests and protect them from clear cutting and over-harvesting today.
 The outlook for the recycled plastic market is very good. The consumption of
plastic continues to increase as well as individual’s “Green” or “Eco” awareness
and participation in recycling programs. To date, a majority of the recycled plastic
in the region is exported to the eastern and southern United States or southeastern
Asian countries. Recycled plastic suppliers in the region welcome any business
that is available to them especially within the western part of the country. As
plastic use continues to grow, the future supply of recycled plastics will become
more abundant (see the Recycled Materials Supply Analysis in the Appendix section).
 The market outlook for green building products is strong. Consumers need for green
building materials will most likely continue to increase. In addition, the general public
is becoming more educated on the importance of sustainability and the fact that as
consumers, there are consequences to the choices they make when purchasing goods.
 WyoComposites will continue to take full advantage of the programs provided by
the state of Wyoming’s for companies that are “value-adding” to agriculture

products. Wyoming offers tax credits, grants, extensions of credit and loan
guarantees to companies like WyoComposites to assist in the growth and
contribute to their long-term success.
• Threats
 There is the possibility of other firms starting up with the intent of manufacturing
composite wood products. There is no doubt that there will be growing
competition, most likely from other regions in the United States, but
WyoComposites will maintain a competitive advantage over its competitors in
quality, building strong relations with suppliers and customers and unmatchable
operating efficiency. Chinese producers are now just beginning to enter the United
States market with composite products and are facing market barriers as the
domestic building materials industry is a rather tight network and China made
products are perceived as inferior, cheap, and unproven.
 Technology innovations will continue to enter this industry with the intent of
improving the production of composite materials. New companies or individuals
will attempt to utilize their ideas for the purpose of making a better product than
what is sold on the market. WyoComposites however has invested over a decade
of time and extensive research to counter this threat and plans to reinvest a
portion of profits back into its ongoing research and development program.

3.0 COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
The interest in using alternative composite products has increased substantially in the
United States in recent years. The wood composites industry through the late 1990’s
experienced a 15% to 20% annual growth rate. It slowed significantly in late 2000
through 2001, mainly due to the slow-down of the economy. Moreover, the entrance of
competitors into the composite wood products industry slowed as well, leaving the
door open for newcomers such as WyoComposites to establish market share. The market has been in recession since the beginning of 2008, which has resulted in decreases
in demand for traditional building materials.
Currently, WyoComposites is the only composite wood alternative manufacturing plant
of its kind in the Rocky Mountain region, adding the Company’s competitive position by
being the first in this geographical area. Furthermore, WyoComposites President, Heath Van
Eaton has invested over a ten (15) years of research in production technologies and product
development to ensure that its production process and products are superior to any competition presently in business or that can threaten WyoComposites in the immediate future.

Indirect Competition
WyoComposites indirect competition will come from companies that buy recycled
plastic and farmer’s wheat straw. Prior to the Company beginning operations,
WyoComposites has been working through the Wyoming Wheat Growers Association to
build supply relations with growers in the southeastern Wyoming and western Nebraska
region. The wheat straw is contracted from area wheat farmers using annual contracts.

WyoComposites has a waiting list of wheat growers that wish to supply straw to the
Company in the future.
Companies that utilize injection molding and extrusion technologies use plastics in their
production processes and as such compete indirectly with WyoComposites for supply.
WyoComposites has developed close relationships with several Colorado front-range plastic recycling companies and stays abreast of the plastic supply. WyoComposite’s largest
supplier of plastic, Recycle America, is a large supporter of the Company and has national
accounts with most Waste Management divisions across the United States.

Competitive Advantages
WyoComposites maintains a competitive advantage over its competition in a number of
key areas. Because of this, the Company is positioned to dominate the composite fencing
sector and established itself as the market leader in green building materials. Competitive
advantages include but are not limited to the following:

TREATED WOOD PRODUCTS
WyoComposite’s products offer the following advantages over wood products:
Is similar or lighter in weight compared to treated wood products.
Will outlast treated wood product’s service lives.
Is fully recyclable and can be remanufactured into other building products again.
Have superior nail, screw, and spike retention rates compared to wood.
Contains zero toxicity levels and does not require chemical treatments to preserve its
service life.
 Is as strong or stronger than wood in many mechanical property tests (see Testing
Data in Appendix Section).
 Is naturally resistant to rot, pests, insects and the environment.
 Requires less maintenance than treated wood products.






VINYL PRODUCTS
WyoComposite’s products offer the following advantages over vinyl products:
 Many in the science community contend that due to the toxic hazards of the vinyl (PVC)
consider it the worst form of plastic from an environmental health perspective. Production
and disposal of vinyl releases—into the air, water and land—persistent pollutants that
present both acute and chronic health hazards. They are known to cause cancer, disrupt
the endocrine system, impair reproduction, cause birth defects, impair child development,
damage the brain, disrupt the immune system, and cause endometriosis and neurological
damage (Healthy Building Network, October 2005, 2nd Edition). WyoComposite’s products are
eco-friendly, green products that promote a healthy lifestyle.
 Vinyl products have a very plastic, artificial look whereas WyoComposite’s products
truly resemble the natural, warm appearance of wood.

 Vinyl products become very brittle and prone to cracking over time whereas
WyoComposite’s products do not.
 WyoComposite’s products are stronger and in most cases, WyoComposite’s have a
lower cost to the consumer.

CONCRETE PRODUCTS
WyoComposite’s products offer the following advantages over concrete products:
 Concrete products weigh in many cases 60% to 80% more. This translates to higher
transportation costs, installation costs, and inconvenience factors due to bulk weight.
 Concrete products have shown the potential to crumble under many conditions of
stress, making them a less reliable and unsafe system of building product application.
 Concrete products cost more compared to WyoComposite’s products.
 WyoComposite’s products are more aesthetically appealing.

STEEL PRODUCTS
WyoComposite’s products offer the following advantages over steel products:
 Steel products are highly susceptible to corrosion.
 Steel products have high installation and transportation costs. Steel products conduct
electricity and as such are less safe.
 Steel products require specialized equipment to install and work with.
 Steel products are more expensive to purchase.
 Steel products are not aesthetically pleasing unlike WyoComposite’s product, which
looks and feels much like real wood.
 Steel products weigh much more than WyoComposite’s composite.
 Steel products and their respective pricing are susceptible to the market volatility of
steel prices.

OTHER COMPOSITE PRODUCTS
WyoComposite’s products offer the following advantages over other composite products:







Priced below a majority of the market.
Use unique technology not found in the market.
Are comprised of 100% renewable and reclaimed materials.
Are environmentally friendly and does not promote de-forestation.
Offers superior strength and density over a majority of competitors in the market.
Look more aesthetically pleasing than most competing composite products.

Industry Analysis
The wood-substitute composite market is poised for tremendous growth in the next fifteen
(15) to twenty (20) years (Principia Partners, 2008). There is growing concern over the

depletion of US forests and the damaging of the forest’s ecosystems caused by timber
harvesting and clear-cutting. Consumers worldwide are becoming more conscious of such
issues and are demanding a wood-substitute product that generally maintains the look and
characteristics and is close in price to that of natural wood. Currently, the fiber/polymer
composite market is the largest growing market for composite products however it is
anticipated that the wood-substitute market will soon surpass it (Principia Partners, 2008).

4.0 OPERATIONAL PLAN
Processing Plant
WyoComposite’s production facility is a state-of-the-art manufacturing plant that is
invested in the newest technologies available, which reduces labor costs substantially while
increasing overall operational efficiency. WyoComposites has run four (4), 24 hour
production days per week since the plant startup in late October 2006, WyoComposite’s
management has been able to meet and exceed production targets. WyoComposites has
the ability to grow its weekly production schedule from 4 days/week up to 7 days/week, a
75% increase in production without purchasing any additional equipment.
WyoComposite’s plant is divided into two main divisions. A raw material processing
division where recycled plastic and wheat straw is processed into mediums that allows it
to be used in WyoComposite’s second plant division, the compounding/extrusion division.
Within the raw material processing division is WyoComposite’s regrind system, which
grinds any waste product or product that doesn’t meet specification and is re-used to make
final product. The system was designed and installed as part of WyoComposite’s production
philosophy and approach of “zero” waste at the operations level. The building is new and
is designed and built around WyoComposite’s technologies and process requirements.
WyoComposites committed extra time and research in planning the production process
for the enterprise. The newest technologies available are utilized along with a Kaizen
costing production approach for processing the product. In Kaizen costing, improvements
are made through the continual and relentless reduction of non value-added activities and
costs, the elimination of waste, improvements in manufacturing cycle time, and the
improvement suggestions and Kaizen efforts of all employees are taken seriously and
implemented when appropriate. Any external and costly processes associated with
producing WyoComposites’s product have been vertically integrated into its own
production processes to lower overall product costs.
The production process itself produces no toxic emissions and uses no toxic chemicals
in its product, resulting in a favorable environmentally friendly production process.
Throughput or production capacity is rated up to 3,000 lbs/hr currently.

Labor
WyoComposites is a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility that is invested in the newest
technologies available, which reduces labor costs substantially while increasing overall
operational efficiency. During 2008, WyoComposites is planned to run four (4), 24 hour
production days per week unless product demand increases enough to justify running

more days each week. Each production day is divided into two (2), 12 hour shifts. The production week begins on Monday at 6am and ends at 6am on Friday morning. Currently,
from 6am to 4pm on Fridays the plant is maintained and cleaned.
Each production shift is managed by a Production Manager. Under the Production Manager
there are two shift leads, one for the raw materials processing division and one for the compounding/extrusion division. The starting hourly wage is between $8.50 to $9.50 per hour depending
upon skill and experience levels of the people. Shift leads earn between $11.00 to $15.00 per hour
while Production Managers earn a salary of $36,000 to $45,000 per year. Output can increase by
adding additional production days each week if product demand warrants.
Two shifts per week will be allowed a minimal amount of overtime, which will be offset
the proceeding [preceding] week as demonstrated in the table below. This type of scheduling is considered normal in manufacturing industries that operate twenty-four (24) hours,
seven (7) days per week.
Employees will enjoy the offsetting schedule as it provides three (3) and four (4) days-off
increments. An entrepreneurial style of management is implemented that focuses on
employee-empowerment, teamwork, and the cross training of workers so that they can
perform a variety of functions during their daily shift.

Biomass (Wheat Straw)
WyoComposites contracts biomass purchases from farmers located within 100 miles of the
plant production facility. WyoComposites has had no difficulty in securing wheat straw
commitments for the facility and has a waiting list of growers wishing to supply the
company with high quality wheat straw.
The region is in need of market development for value adding to agriculture biomass
residues like wheat straw. Currently, Goshen, Laramie, and Platte County farmers are
producing a combined average of 161,200 acres of dry land winter wheat per year and
7,400 acres of irrigated winter wheat, yielding approximately 95,400 tons of wheat straw
per year. As of this time, the wheat straw is being used for low-value bedding for animals,
mixed with hay, road side reclamation projects or the vast majority not used at all. The
straw is contracted for $75 per ton delivered.
Due to fire hazards and the lack of adequate space to store all of the wheat bales near the plant,
farmers will stack their round or large square bales in the corner of their fields for later delivery
when the biomass is needed. If it is the farmer’s preference, they may choose to store the bales
on their farms instead. WyoComposites will keep a one week inventory of biomass at the plant.

Post Consumer Plastic (HDPE)
Recycled plastics that are currently being utilized in WyoComposite’s process include HDPE
natural (also coded as No. 2 plastic), both post-consumer and industrial. If needed,
WyoComposites can supplement a small percentage of the HDPE with LDPE (No. 4 plastic).
WyoComposites contracted for the supply of recycled plastic from the nation’s leading
recycling company, Recycle America. The new industry plans to purchase and process 1,100

tons of post consumer HDPE (milk jugs) in 2008. Pricing for the post-consumer plastic is
currently at $0.20 - 25/lb.
WyoComposites is a charter member of the Wyoming Recycling Taskforce and buys most
plastic generated in the state. WyoComposites has worked closely with and attended
annual meetings with the Colorado Association for Recycling for the past several years and
buys plastic from several, prominent recyclers from the State. Other recyclers
WyoComposites works with are Mid America Recycling, Des Moines, IA, Interwest Polymers,
Salt Lake City, UT and Rocky Mountain Recycling, Salt Lake City, UT.

Additive Resins
WyoComposites utilizes one property modifier and three other additives to help make its
product superior over the competitor’s composite products. The resin ingredients and their
ratio-mixes are trade secrets and will be treated in such a fashion. The ingredients provide
increased strength, process ability, anti-microbial functions and different colors to
WyoComposite’s diverse product line. WyoComposites has developed different formulations
that are specific to the product’s applications, i.e. fence rail, hollow posts and pickets.

5.0

FINANCIAL SECTION

5.1

FINANCING AND OWNERSHIP
WyoComposites will be owned by a group of investors interested in purchasing the old
assets of Heartland BioComposites from Pinnacle Bank and capitalizing the new company
with an additional $2.0 million in pure equity working capital, the necessary amount of
funding needed to successfully launch the new company.

5.2 FINANCIAL PROJECTION OVERVIEW
WyoComposites is raising $4.0 million in pure equity to help the new company move to
the next phase of market and sales growth. The original company, Heartland BioComposites,
was funded in late 2005 by three groups who believed in the product and the man who
invented it. The initial capital has seen the company grow from an idea to a fully producing
company with a state of the art production facility, a product that has been excitedly
accepted in the marketplace and limitless expansion opportunities. WyoComposites
believes that by securing $4.0 million in equity capital will allow the company to purchase
the tangible and intangible assets for $2.0 million in capital from Pinnacle Bank and provide an additional $2.0 million in needed working capital. It is possible the bank assets
could be negotiated lower and the working capital infused over structured period of time.
In the following pages we have outlined the financial projections for WyoComposites during the next five years. Detailed budgets are available upon request.

$115,967
$25,000

Total Admin and Selling Expenses

Depreciation

$125,000

$1,157,653

$533,269

$141,600
$42.480
$180,000
$9,000
$42,000
$25,000
$2,400
$90,789

$521,900 15% $1,654,286 24%
$396,900 11% $1,529,286 22%

$125,000

$783,211

$321,811

$66,000
$35,400
$120.000
$6,000
$24,000
$20,000
$1,800
$48,611

$624,384

Detailed budjests available upon request.

Final depreciation schedules will be available upon closing of Oinnacle Bank asset sale with new investors.

$14,694
($10,306)

$42,547 12%

Total Selling Expenses

Total Income From Operations
Net Income w/Deprec

$0
$5,900
$23,000
$1,500
$6,000
$0
$1,000
$5,147

Selling Expenses
Management (or) Sales Organization
Sales Personnel
Advertising, literature, POP materials…
Freight
Travel
Trade Shows (annual budget)
Website
Warranty

$461,400

8%

$73,420

Total Admin Expenses

9%

$29,500
$4,720
$13,000
$11,200
$7,000
$5,000
$3,000
0

Administrative Expenses
Management Payroll (incl taxes)
Office Staff – Hrly
Health Insurance
Plant Insurance
Property Tax
Legal
Office (phone, internet, supplies….)
Others
$212,400
$33,984
$144,000
$132,000
$60,000
$18,000
$24,000
0

$130,661 37% $1,305,111 37% $2,811,939 41%

Gross Margin
$177,000
$28,230
$90,000
$94,080
$42,000
$12,000
$18,000
0

$219,339 $0.43 $2,194,889 $0.45 $4,088,061 $0.45

$2,723,684
$453,947
$181,579
$293,050
$436,800

2011
$6,900,000

Total Direct Expenses

$1,361,111
$243,056
$97,222
$194,700
$298,800

2010
$3,500,000

$128,676
$25,735
$10,294
$21,633
$33,000

2009 (4th Qtr)
$350,000

Direct Expenses
Raw Materials
Utilities
Mfg Overhead/Repairs/Supplies
Production Mgt
Direct Labor

Sales

$9,473,684
$1,776,316
$592,105
$525,690
$685,140

2013
$22,500,000

$13,812,500
$2,437,500
$812,500
$630,828
$822,000

2014
$2,500,000

6%

$3,759,639 29%
$3,594,639 28%

$165,000

$1,563,393

$758,933

$169,920
$84,960
$240,000
$12,000
$48,000
$30,000
$3,000
$171,053

$804,461

$254,880
$40,781
$174,000
$184,800
$84,000
$24,000
$42,000
0

$5,323,032 41%

$360,000

$2,902,998

$1,503,039

$244,685
$203,904
$480,000
$18,000
$96,000
$50,000
$4,200
$406,250

$1,399,960

$367,027
$58,724
$276,000
$362,208
$144,000
$96,000
$96,000
0

$7,303,043 32% $11,081,674 34%
$7,073,043 31% $10,721,674 33%

$230,000

$2,144,022

$1,092,509

$203,904
$101,952
$360,000
$15,000,
$72,000
$40,000
$3,600
$296,053

$1,051,513

$305,856
$48,937
$222,000
$258,720
$96,000
$48,000
$72,000
0

$9,447,065 42% $13,984,672 43%

$7,676,968 $0.45 $13,052,935 $0.44 $18,515,328

$5,302,632
$1,026,316
$342,105
$438,075
$567,840

2012
$13,000,000

INCOME STATEMENT (Case 1)

5.3 – Case 1 Budgets [original data masked]

ENDING BALANCE SHEETS (CASE 1)
Ending Balance Sheet Summary

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Assets
Current Assets
Other Current Assets
Noncurrent Assets (see Notes)
Minus: Accumulates Depreciation

$1,554,694
$469,902
$2,045,000
$25,000

$1,936,594
$666,782
$2,075,000
$150,000

$2,890,880
$854,934
$2,725,000
$275,000

$5,210,519
$1,200,921
$4,095,000
$440,000

$10,313,562
$1,731,842
$6,195,000
$670,000

$19,815,235
$2,316,875
$7,625,000
$1,030,000

Total Assets

$4,004,596

$4,528,376

$6,195,814

$10,066,440

$17,570,404

$28,727,110

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities

$54,902
$0

$141,782
$0

$279,934
$0

$555,921
$0

$986,842
$0

$1,421,875
$0

Total Liabilities

$54.902

$141,782

$279,934

$555,921

$986,842

$1,421,875

Shareholder’s Equality
Shareholder’s Capital
Additional Capital Paid-in
Retained Earnings

$4,000,000
$0
($10,306)

$4,000,000
$0
$386,594

$4,000,0000
$0
$1,915,880

$4,000,0000
$0
$5,510,519

$4,000,000
$0
$12,583,562

$4,000,000
$0
$23,305,235

Total Shareholder’s Equality

$3,989,694

$4,386,594

$5,915,880

$9,510,519

$16,583562

$27,305,235

Total Liabilities and Shareholder’s Equality

$4,044,596

$4,528,376

$6,195,814

$10,066,440

$17,570,404

$28,727,110

CASH FLOW STATEMENT (CASE 1)
2009

Cash Flow Statement
Beginning Cash Balance

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

$0

$1,554,694

$1,936,594

$2,890,880

$5,210,519

$10,313,562

Cash Flows from Operating Activities:
Project Net Income w/o Depreciation
Testing, product development, other

$14,694
($30,000)

$521,900
($70,000)

$1,654,286
($50,000)

$3,759,639
($70,000)

$7,303,043
($100,000)

$11,081,674
($150,000)

Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities

($15,306)

($451,900)

$1,604,286)

$3,689,639

$7,203,043)

$10,931,674

($30,000)
($20,000,000)
($180,000)
($45,000)

($40,000)
($30,000)

($50,000)
($600,000)

($70,000)
($1,300,000)

($100,000)
($2,000,000)

($130,000)
(1,300,000)

Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities

($2,255,000)

($70,000)

($650,000)

($1,370,000)

($2,100,000)

($1,430,000)

Cash Flows from Finance Activities
Paydown of current debt
Additions to current debt
Paydown of select Heartland payables
Additions of current equity
Reduction of bank LOC
Short-term loan infusion
Additions to bank loan

($175,000)
($4,000,000)

Cash Flows from Investing Activities:
Tools, dies and molds
Property, plant and equipment
Other-Capital raise fee
Legal – Set up new company
Proceeds from sale of property
Other

Net Cash Flows from Finance Activities

$3,825,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Net Cash Flow for Period
Ending Cash Balance

$1,554,694
$1,554,694

$381,900
$1,936,594

$954,286
$2,890,880

$2,319,639
$5,210,519

$5,103,043
$10,313,562

$9,501,674
$19,815,235
(continued)

(Continued)
Notes:
2011 – order ZBK58 line/installed and running in early 2012 (Budget $1.3 million – includes installation and support
equipment)
2012 – order another ZSK58 line/installed and running in early 2013 (Budget $1.3 million – includes installation and
support equipment)
2013- order (2) ZSK58 line/installed and running in early 2014 (Budget $1.3 million – includes installation and support
equipment)
2014- plant is running a total of (6) compounding/extrusion lines
Management will come under budget and will make every consideration to purchase used down-stream equipment and even
consider searching for good/used compounders/extruders.
Paydown of select Heartland payables includes vital vendors and suppliers in the industry that are important to
WyoComposites position in the industry.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND ANALYSIS
WyoComposite’s products are environmentally safe. The production process utilizes natural biomasses (wheat straw) combined with post-consumer plastics (HDPE). No unsafe or
toxic chemicals are used in the production process. The process will discharge some wastewater that contains only traces of wheat straw fiber. No smoke stack emissions are involved
except for some trace wheat fiber dust that may escape the dust filtration system.
Contractors and consumers will be pleased to note that WyoComposites produces pollutant
free products, which in no way complicates safe installation or endangers the health in
application or use.

7.0 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
WyoComposites is committed to exercising strong business ethics within its organization
and its organizational practices. One way of enhancing the company’s image while acting
responsibly to satisfy society is by “giving back”, or practicing corporate philanthropy. This
practice will provide WyoComposites with tax shelter and company image enhancement.

